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Sufficient is now known of the renal vasopressor system and its relationship 
to  the mechanism of hypertension to justify a  more exacting analysis of it. 
Shortly after the discovery of angiotonin it was noted that when renin and 
plasma were allowed to interact, angiotonin at first increased and then slowly 
began to decrease (3).  We had no evidence at that time as to the nature of the 
decrease,  and it was merely suggested that angiotonin was an intermediate 
rather  than an end product in  these  closely associated reactions.  This has 
proved to be true, and the catalyst causing the further breakdown was shown 
by Braun-Menendez,  Fasciolo, Leloir,  and Mufioz (20,  4)  to  be  an  enzyme 
denominated hypertensinase by  them.  In  line  with  the  nomenclature em- 
ployed by us (22,  23)  this becomes "angiotonase." 
Good evidence had  suggested that the  reaction between renin  and renin- 
substrate is enzymatic, but proof that this is so came from a  recent kinetic 
analysis of the problem demonstrating the reaction to be of the first order (1). 
Since both physiological and chemical investigation of renin depends on the 
ability to assay it quantitatively, we have sought such a method. 
The methods of bioassay of renin have recently been summarized by Gold- 
blatt, Katz, Lewis, and Richardson (11) in a paper in which they described a 
method of assaying renin which does not differ appreciably from some pre- 
viously reported.  They  overlooked an  important  contribution by Leloir et 
al. (5) in which there is proposed a renin unit based upon the amount of pressor 
substance (anagiotonin) formed.  The method of Goldblatt, Katz, Lewis, and 
Richardson and previous methods referred  to by them,  are based upon  the 
determination of the rise in arterial pressure elicited by intravenous injection 
of given amounts of renin solution.  Since renin itself is not a pressor substance, 
it should not be tested for its pressor but for its enzymatic action; that is, in 
terms  of  renin-substrate  decomposed  or  angiotonin  formed.  Similar  argu- 
ments  apply  to  destruction  of  angiotonin  by  angiotonase.  A  satisfactory 
method for  the  assay of angiotonase has been  described by Page  and Hel- 
mer (21). 
Since kidney extracts usually contain both renin and angiotonase the assay 
of renin becomes difficult because angiotonase interferes with the determination 
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of renin.  Doubtless, much of the conflict in the reports on the renin content 
of the kidneys in hypertension is due to this fact.  If the working hypothesis 
outlined above is correct the two reactions are in competition with each other. 
A  thorough  understanding  of  the  physicochemical  background  is  therefore 
essential  for the interpretation  of experimental  findings.  In the following is 
presented a  discussion of the underlying theory, experimental  data supporting 
the correctness of our assumption, and definitions of units for renin and angio- 
tonase. 
Methods and Mato'ials 
Renin-Substrate.--This  matetial  was  prepared  from  hog  serum  according  to  a 
method previously described (1).  Usually a crude fraction (1.25 to 2.1 ~  (NH,)2SO4) 
was used which contained 50 to 60 per cent a2-globulin (renin-substrate).  For in- 
cubation experiments solutions of it were diluted to contain 2 per cent total protein. 
Renin.--Except as stated otherwise, renin solutions were prepared by a method simi- 
lar to Helmer and Page's  (2).  Since minor modifications have a  decided influence 
upon the final concentration of renin and angiotonase, the procedure outlined must be 
adhered to; the final preparations should contain roughly the same amounts of renin 
and angiotonase. 
Fresh hog kidneys were ground in a meat grinder and thoroughly dehydrated with 
cold 95 per cent alcohol.  This procedure was repeated three or four times, the residue 
air dried in vacuo overnight, and then ground to a fine powder.  This was found to be 
stable for many months if kept in the refrigerator. 
Four pounds of kidney powder was suspended in 20 liters of cold tap water, 368 gm. 
sodium chloride and 800 gm. of filter cel added, and the solution stirred for one hour 
at room temperature.  The mixture was filtered by suction using coarse paper, the 
precipitate resuspended in 1000 cc. of tap water, and the procedure repeated.  The 
last  residue  was washed with about  100 cc. of water.  The combined filtrate  and 
washings (about 17 liters) were adjusted to pH 4.0 with glacial acetic acid and allowed 
to stand at 4°C. overnight.  A light colored precipitate formed which was removed 
by filtration  through hardened  filter paper and  discarded.  The  clear light brown 
filtrate was saturated with sodium chloride.  After stirring for a few hours at room 
temperature the mixture was allowed to stand at 4°C. for 24 hours and filtered by suc- 
tion through hardened paper.  Sometimes it was found necessary to filter the solution 
through a bed of filter cel to avoid prolonged exposure to higher temperatures.  The 
filtrate was discarded and the precipitate  (if filter cel was used, the mixture of protein 
precipitate and filter cel) was suspended in 700 cc. of water, transferred to cellophane 
sacs, and dialyzed against fast-running tap water until free of salt.  Any denatured 
protein  and  filter  cel were  removed  by filtration  through hardened paper and the 
filtrate made up to 2500 cc., adjusted to pH 4.0, 1 per cent high-boiling naphtha added, 
and saturated  with sodium chloride.  After stirring for one hour, the mixture was 
allowed to stand at 4°C. for 24 hours.  It was filtered by  gravity in the cold, the 
filtrate discarded, and the precipitate suspended in 300 cc.  of water, stirred at room 
temperature for 3 minutes, filtered by suction using filter cel.  Usually the naphtha 
was retained by the filter cel.  The filtrate was  made up to  500  cc.  and  kept  in ALBERT  A.  PLENTL  AND  IRVINE  H.  PAGE  369 
sterile vials.  The solution contained approximately 120 angiotonase units and 2000 
renin units per cc. and its nitrogen content (Kjeldahl)  was 2.25 rag. nitrogen per cc. 
It was found to retain its potency for at least 3 months if kept in the ice box. 
Angiotonin.--This  was prepared by the usual procedure (3) and, since it was used 
for comparative purposes only, no effort was made to standardize it. 
Incubation.--The  general procedure employed in the incubation experiments was 
as follows :-- 
1.  Formation of angiotonin: 5 cc. of crude  renin-substrate  containing 2 per cent 
total proteins were mixed with varying renin samples and  incubated for the required 
length of time.  The reaction was stopped by addition of a few drops of 0.01 N hydro- 
chloric acid and the samples heat-coagulated by immersion into boiling water for 10 
minutes.  To obtain optimum coagulation the pH of the solution should be between 
5.3 and 5.8.  The denatured proteins were removed by filtration  and aliquot samples 
of the filtrate injected into the femoral vein of a pithed cat. 
If serum was used as substrate, a 4 per cent instead  of 7 per cent solution was used. 
The reason is that heat coagulation of solutions containing a high percentage of protein 
results in too great a  loss of angiotonin by absorption.  Otherwise the procedure is 
identical with the one outlined above. 
2.  Destruction of angiotonin: Known amounts of angiotonin were incubated with 
varying amounts of kidney extract.  After the desired length of time the reaction was 
stopped by immersion into boiling water.  The pressor response of an aliquot portion 
of the test solution was compared to that of untreated angiotonin by intravenous in- 
jection into pithed cats.  The interpretation of results is given below. 
Method of Assay 
Before attempting to examine the practical side of this analysis it is necessary 
to consider briefly  the  method  of testing.  The only measurable  quantity  of 
substances  involved  in  this  complex  system  is  angiotonin.  The  method  for 
assaying angiotonin solutions was described previously (1, 3) but the literature 
contains conflicting reports  concerning the  quantitative  nature  of blood pres- 
sure  responses  elicited  upon  their  intravenous  injections.  Braun-Menendez, 
Fasciolo,  Leloir and  Mufioz  (4-6)  found  that  the  rise  in  arterial  pressure  is 
proportional  to  the  square  root  of  angiotonin  units  injected.  On  plotting 
arbitrary angiotonin  (hypertensin)  units against  the blood pressure  responses, 
these  authors  obtained  a  parabolic  curve,  i.e.,  with  high  doses  the  response 
increment  in pressure  rise  becomes less and less,  which appears  to be  true  of 
most pressor substances. 
However, up to a certain point, angiotonin responses are directly proportional 
to the quantity injected.  Fig. 1 represents a  typical recording of arterial pres- 
sure of a  pithed  cat upon intravenous  injection of varying amounts of angio- 
tonin.  The responses are quantitative and directly proportional to the amount 
of angiotonin injected. 
Since  quantitative  responses  are  a  necessary  condition  for  the  assay,  test 
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which the responses are not directly proportional to the amount of angiotonin 
injected  were  found  to  be  very  unreliable  so  that  it  was  desirable  to 
discard them. 
Theoretical Background 
The Action of Angiotonase-Free  Renin.--We have shown  in a  previous com- 
munication  (1)  that  the reaction of renin and  renin-substrate is enzymatic in 
nature.  The evidence for this lies in a  kinetic analysis which showed that the 
reaction is of the first order. 
FIG. 1.  Record of arterial blood pressure of a pithed cat.  At (1), (3), and (5), 0.2 
cc. angiotonin was injected intravenously; (2) represents the response to 0.1  cc., and 
(4)  the  response  to 0.15  cc.  angiotonin.  This  record shows  that  the responses are 
directly proportional to the amount of angiotonin injected. 
If k represents the reaction constant for a  given amount of enzyme and  (A) the 
substrate concentration, then the rate of disappearance of substrate is proportiona] 
to the substrate concentration at time t.  Expressed in differential form 
d(a) 
---  =  k(A)  (1) 
dt 
separating the variables (A) and t and  integrating, we obtain 
-log~ (A)  =  kt +  constant 
the value of the constant is determined by setting t  =  0, i.e., 
(2) 
--loge (Ao) =  constant  (3) ALBERT  A. PLENTL AND  IRVINE H, PAGE  371 
Substituting in equation  (2) 
or, expressed in exponential form 
(Ao) 
logs  ~  =  kt  (4) 
(A)  =  (Ao)e  -**  (S) 
Since we have no means of determining the concentration of the substrate but only 
the product (angiotonin)  equation (4) must be expressed in terms of angiotonin.  By 
definition, the amount of angiotonin increases with time as the concentration of renin- 
substrate  decreases.  Consequently equation  (4)  becomes: 
(maximum activity -  activity at t) 
2.3 logs  =  kt  (6) 
Maximum activity 
If this equation can be applied to the reaction in question, plotting it against the ex- 
pression on the left must give a straight line whose slope is k.  In order to simplify 
the practical application of this equation--particularly to avoid negative logarithms, 
it is best to multiply the fraction by 100 and to change the logx0: 
100(maximum activity -  activity at t) 
2.3 log10  =  k~  (7) 
Maximum activity 
The Action of Angiotonase.--Let us go one step further and investigate the 
mechanism of angiotonin destruction.  If this reaction is enzymatic, the same 
relation must hold except that angiotonin is the substrate. 
If first order kinetics are applicable the rate of decomposition of angiotonin must be 
proportional to the concentration of angiotonin.  The proportionality factor is then 
an expression of enzyme activity which in this ease becomes equivalent to the activity 
or concentration of angiotonase.  Since, in a study of this reaction we are measuring 
the concentration of substrate and not the product as in the ease of angiotonase-free 
renin, equation (4)  must be applied if the correct value for the reaction constant is 
sought.  Expressed  in per  cent  decomposition this  equation  becomes: 
100 
logs  =  kl  (8) 
I00 -- per cent decomposition 
or, expressed in a  more directly measurable quantity 
1.00 
log,  ~  kt  (9) 
Blood pressure rise unknown/blood pressure rise control 
Simultaneous Action of Renin and Angiotonase.  Consecutive  Reactions.--As 
a working hypothesis we have assumed that there exists a balance between the 
amount of pressor substance formed and the amount destroyed by angiotonase. 
If this is correct the amount formed and destroyed must be proportional to the 
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Both enzymes are liberated by the kidneys and are contained in extracts of them. 
If our working hypothesis is correct, the over-all reaction of plasma proteins with crude 
kidney extracts represents in reality two consecutive reactions of the type 
k~  k~ 
A  Ill  > B  ) C  (10) 
Where A  represents renin-substrate,  B angiotonin; kl and k~ are proportionalto the 
concentration of renin and angiotonase respectively.  Depending on the magnitude 
of these two constants and setting kl unequal to k~ the amount of angiotonin present 
at any time will be a function of the concentration of (A) and the two constants kl 
and k~.  The decrease of (A) with respect to time is given by the equation: 
d(A) 
=  k(~0)  (11) 
d# 
ancl 
-- h(A)  -  k,(B)  (12) 
d# 
~nl~dnT.  eouation (11)  and substituting in (12) we obtain 
a(B) 
=  kl(Ae)¢  "klt  -- ks(B)  (13) 
d# 
This is a linear  differential  equation of the general form 
dy +  ey  ffi 0  (14) 
dx 
where P  and Q axe functions of x  alone or  constants.  Solution  of  this  equation 
gives  ." 
(B) =  k---L---I  (Ao)[~  -k1~ --  e  -~i~]  (15) 
k2  --  kl 
Measurable quantities in this equation are (B), t, and ks; (A 0) and kl are unknowns. 
Even if (A 0) were known, no simple solution for kl, the value in which we are primarily 
interested,  could be calculated from this equation.  However, a simpler way for the 
calculation of kl from experimental data becomes apparent if it is remembered that 
the value of (B) increases with time, reaches a maximum, and then slowly decreased 
approaching zero as  t  approaches  infinity.  At  the point  of maximum  (B)  value: 
d(B)  ~  zero  =  kl(Ao)¢  -kit-  k~(B)  (16) 
clt 
Since equation  (15)  holds for any value of (B), including  (B) maximum: 
h(Ao)e  -ktt  h  (Ao)[e_k~  _  e_~2~] 
ks  k2 -  kl  (17) 
and simplification of this equation leads  to: 
k~e  -kit  ....  k~ ~-~tm.~.  (18) ALBERT  A. PLENTL AND  IRVINE H. PAGE  373 
There are two solutions possible: the simplest solution kl =  k2, has no meaning and 
is  therefore of no practiqal  importance.  Graphic solution of this equation  reveals 
that if k~e  -k~t m~. is  plotted  against  arbitrary  values  of  kl,  reaches  a  maximum 
when kl  =  k2, and then slowly decreases with increasing values of kl.  Therefore, 
if k2 is less than the maximum, kl must be larger and vice versa. 
Knowing the value of tm~. and k2, the value of kl can be derived by graphic solution 
of equation  (18).  These figures can  then be  used for the  calculation  of (Ao),  the 
initial concentration of renin-substrate in the sample.  From equation (16) we obtain: 
h~ (B) max.  h2(B)max. 
(A,)  =  =  --  (19)  ]¢1 e  -~I tmax.  ~2 ¢-k2tmax. 
Finally, for the calculation of (B) at any time, t,  the constants  (A 0) and kl can be 
substituted  in equation  (15). 
The concentration of effective substrate (A) is inversely proportional to the amount 
of angiotonin formed if there were no enzyme present  to destroy it,  i.e.,  if k2  ffi  O. 
This case is then identical with the situation discussed above under the standardization 
of angiotonase-free renin.  At the same time (A 0), expressed in arbitrary angiotonin 
units  provided  they are the same as those used for (B),  represents  the maximum 
amount of angiotonin which the particular substrate can yield under optimum condi- 
tions.  The value is identical with A~ (maximum activity) used for the  calculation 
of renin units. 
This kinetic analysis of two consecutive reactions can be carried further.  The con- 
centration (C), the final product, can be calculated.  The increase in concentration of 
(C) with respect to time is proportional to the concentration of (B) 
d(C)  _  k2(B)  =  I¢~  hi 
dt  ~  (Ae)[e-~l*  --  e-k2*]  (20) 
on integration we obtain: 
t 
(C)  •ffi  h----L~s  (Ao)[1  --  e  -'~1~]  hi  (Ao)[1  --  e -k2t]  (21) 
k~  -  kl  k2 --  hl 
Although the knowledge of these values is of no importance at the present time, it is 
hoped that at some future date it might prove to be a  useful tool in the chemical 
analysis of angiotonin solutions.  That is to say, if any one decomposition product 
were clearly characterized and a chemical method of analysis found, the value of (C) 
could be used to calculate the concentration of angiotonin, eliminating tedious bio- 
assays. 
Since  this  report  is primarily  concerned with  the  standardization  of renin 
and angiotonase we shall attempt to illustrate how the knowledge of the kine- 
tics of angiotonin formation and destruction  can be used for this purpose. 
Side  Reactions.--Before  proceeding any further let us take into account the 
possibility that our working hypothesis is not correct since reactions producing 
simultaneously a  number of products need not necessarily be consecutive. 374  KINETIC  ANALYSIS  OF  RENIN-ANGIOTONIN  PRESSOR  SYSTEM" 
Side reactions of the type: 
A  k2>  C 
B 
are very common and such a scheme may well be applied to our angiotonin system. 
If it is assumed that both reactions are of first order, it can be shown that the concen- 
tration of B and C at any time must be: 
(B)  -  k,  (A0)[t  -- e  -(~l+ks)t]  (22) 
kl  +  ks 
(C)  k2  (A0)[1  --  e -(k1+k2)*]  (23) 
kt +  k* 
Examination of these two equations reveals the impossibility of a maximum value of 
(B) at any time.  No matter what ratio of kl to k2 is used both  (B) and  (C)  will 
constantly increase reaching characteristic maximum values at  t~.  It is  therefore 
impossible  to represent  the  angiotonin pressor system by a  side  reaction outlined 
above. 
RESULTS 
The Determination of Renin.--In  the  theoretical  portion  of this  paper,  we 
have shown that the formation of angiotonin, if enzymatic, should satisfy the 
requirements of a first order reaction.  These requirements are:  (1) the amount 
of renin-substrate  decomposed must be proportional at any time  to the  con- 
centration of the substrate, and (2) the percentage renin-substrate decomposed 
per unit time must be proportional to the concentration of renin and indepen- 
dent of the substrate concentration. 
In order to show whether these criteria are met, renin-substrate samples were 
incubated with known amounts of renin in the manner described.  Increasing 
the incubation time results in a progressive increase in the yield of angiotonin 
as illustrated  in Fig.  2. 
Curve 1, Fig. 2, was obtained with 0.001 cc. renin and curve 2 with 0.002  cc. 
of  renin.  For  each  measurement  the  corresponding  logarithmic  function 
(equation (7)) was calculated and plotted against incubation time (Fig. 3). 
The slopes of these lines must be proportional to the amount (concentration) 
of renin.  Hence the value of k for line (2) must be twice as great as k for line 1. 
We therefore proceeded to calculate k for both lines in order to see if this was 
actually the case. 
The slope of the curve is. identical with  tangent of the angle a, hence the distance 
"a" divided by distance "3."  The value obtained by dividing these two numbers does ALBERT A.  PLENTL AND IRVINE H.  PAGE  375 
not give the theoretically correct value for k since the true value of k can only be 
obtained by integration of equation (1),  i.e., its value must be derived from natural 
logarithms and not logarithms to the base  10.  Multiplying the above fraction by 
2.303  gives  the  correct  value  of k.  In the  two  examples  mentioned  above,  this 
amounts to 1.8 ×  10  .2 rain. -z for line 1 and 3.5  X  10  -2 rain. -z for line 2. 
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FzG. 2.  Yield of angiotonln (in arbitrary units)  plotted against incubation time. 
Renin-substrate  samples  were  incubated  with  renin  and  the  resulting  angiotonln 
measured by the method described in the text.  Curve 1 was obtained with 0.001 cc. 
and curve 2 with 0.002 cc. renin, using the same amount of substrate.  The maximum 
value, characteristic of the substrate, was obtained by incubation with  excess  renin 
and found to be 0.59. 
Evidently the value of k is directly proportional to the concentration of renin. 
The same conclusion can be reached in an indirect way by examination of Fig. 
2.  If we were to conclude that the amount of angiotonin formed is proportional 
to the amount of renin present  in the mixture,  doubling the amount of renin 
should produce double the angiotonin response at any time during the incuba- 
tion.  This is not true since 0.43 units  1 of angiotonin were obtained with 0.001 
cc. renin after 70 minutes' incubation and 0.002 cc. renin produced 0.53 units 
in the same length of time. 
Clearly, the reaction constant is the only true measure of enzymatic activity 
z These units are arbitrary and serve for comparative purposes only. 376  KINETIC  ANALYSIS  OF  RENIN-ANGIOTONIN  PRESSOR  SYSTEM" 
and should be employed for measurements of it.  In addition to simplicity its 
use has the advantage of being independent  of so called  "standard prepara- 
tions," for the final value of k is expressed in terms of a  ratio of relative and 
arbitrarily chosen units  of pressor activity. 
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FIG. 3.  Logarithm of substrate concentration plotted against time.  Lines 1 and 
2 correspond to curves 1 and 2 of Fig. 2.  The calculation of the reaction constant k 
is explained in the text. 
For the actual determination  of the  reaction constant  it is, of course, not 
necessary to have a complete time curve as given in Fig. 2 but a limited num- 
ber of determinations will suffice.  Theoretically, it is necessary and sufficient 
to know  the maximum amount of angiotonin  which  the  renin-substrate  can 
yield and the amount after a  definite and arbitrarily chosen incubation  time 
using a very small amount of renin.  The yield of angiotonin in the latter must ALBERT  A.  PLENTL  AND  IRVINE  H.  PAGE  377 
be smaller--usually about one-half to three-quarters of  the maximum value. 
The procedure employed is as follows:-- 
A sample of renin, about 0.005 to 0.10 ec., is mixed with 5 cc. of homologous renin- 
substrate diluted to contain about 2 per cent total proteins.  The mixture is then 
diluted to 7.0 cc. and incubated at 37°C. for a definite length of time which should be 
not less than 5 and not more than 10 minutes.  The mixture is then brought to pH 5.5 
with hydrochloric acid and heat coagulated by immersion into boiling water for 10 
minutes.  The proteins are removed by filtration through coarse filter paper and ali- 
quot samples injected into a femoral vein of a pithed cat.  The resulting  rise in arterial 
pressure should be about one-half to three-fourths the corresponding rise obtained by 
•  using a large excess of the same renin (2.0 cc. renin for 5.0 cc., 2 per cent renin-sub- 
strate).  If this is not true, the procedure should be repeated until the values fall 
within that range. 
Renin units are then calculated according to the formula: 
100(maximum activity -  activity at t) 
2 -- loglo 
k(first order)  ---  Maximum activity  X  2.303  (24) 
l 
and a  renin unit defined as: 
1R.~.  =  k  X  10  s 
An example will illustrate this determination.  0.003 cc. renin were incubated with 
5.0  cc.  serum diluted to contain 4  per cent protein for  10 minutes and treated as 
described above.  1.0 ec. of the resulting angiotonin solution when injected into a 
pithed eat produced a rise in arterial pressure of 30 mm. Hg.  When the same pro- 
cedure was repeated using 2.0 cc. of the same renin, 0.5 cc. of the angiotonin  solution 
gave a rise of 41 mm. under the same conditions, i.e., 82 ram. for 1.0 cc. of the filtrate. 
Substituting these values in the above equation we obtain: 
100(82 -  30) 
2 -- loglo 
82 
k  =  X  2.303 =  4.6 X  10-~/min.  (25) 
10 
Since 0.003 cc. renin solution had 4.6 g.u. the solution contains 1530 g.u. per cc. 
If more convenient, the R.tr. values can be derived from Fig. 4 in which renin units 
are plotted against the ratio of maximum blood pressure rise, minus the blood pressure 
rise of the sample divided by the maximum blood pressure rise.  This ratio is pro- 
portional to the concentration  of renin-substrate.  Using the above example the ratio 
•  82-30 
is --~  =  0.635 which corresponds to 4.6 renin units• 
Determination of Angiotonase 
If the destruction of angiotonin is enzymatic it must satisfy the requirements 
outlined above except that in this case,  the percentage of angiotonin decom- 
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and the amount of angiotonin decomposed must be proportional at any time 
to the concentration  of angiotonin.  In other words,  the product of the first 
reaction, angiotonin now becomes the substrate. 
To  test  the validity of this assumption, known amounts of angiotonin were in- 
cubated with extremely small amounts of crude saline extract of kidneys and the 
percentage decomposition measured at various lengths of time.  The value of k was 
calculated for each incubation time and found to be reasonably constant  (Table I). 
The  logarithmic function was then plotted against incubation time  (heavy line in 
Fig. 5).  For the determination of the reaction constant from the experimental data 
R£N/N UN/T5 
2  4  6  8  /0  I~ 
0.9- 
0.8 
Fro. 4.  Nomogram for the determination of renin units.  The  ratio  plotted  as 
ordinate can be calculated from experimental data.  The straight line permits  the 
reading of renin units directly.  Incubation time 10 minutes. 
it is again necessary to convert to natural logarithms and substituting the appropriate 
values in the equation: 
1.00 
log10 Blood pressure rise of unknown/blood pressure rise control 
2.303  =  k 
t 
An angiotonase unit may be defined as: 
1 A.U. =  k  X  10  ~  (26) 
Contrary to the previous case, the determination of angiotonase requires only one 
point since the initial value (A 0) will always be 1 and infinity zero.  The  following 
example will illustrate the procedure. 
A sample of kidney extract was incubated with a known amount of angiotonin for 
30 minutes in the manner described above.  Mter heating aliquots were injected into TABLE I 
Dearuaion of Angiotonin by Angiotonase: the Calculation of tt~ Reaction Comlant 
Angiotonin samples were incubated with small amounts of crude kidney extract for various 
lengths  of  time.  Per cent  destruction  of  angiotonin  was  determined  by  comparing  the 
strength of this solution with a control  containing the original amount of a~giotonin.  The 
factor ,,/v, is the ratio of blood  pressure rise obtained with the sample to the blood pressure 
rise obtained with the control.  The value of the reaction constant was calculated as described 
in the text. 
Incubation time  B.P. rise  B.P. rise  1  F  log  k × 10  t  at  37°C.  Test  sample  Control  T 
5 
15 
30 
60 
ram. Hg 
48 
36 
26 
12 
tara. Hg 
55 
57 
58 
57 
0.87 
0.63 
0.45 
0.21 
0.06 
0.20 
0.35 
0.68 
2.76 
(3.06) 
2.68 
2.62 
Average  ..........................................................  2.68 
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FIG.  5.  Destruction  of  angiotonin  by  angiotonase.  A  function  proportional  to 
the  concentration  of angiotonin plotted  against  time.  The symbol  (A.U.)  indicates 
angiotonase units (=  k  X  102). 
379 a femoral vein of a pithed cat.  The rise in arterial pressure was 35 ram. Hg while 
the angiotonin control produced 59 ram. Hg rise.  Substituting these values in equa- 
tion (11) we obtain: 
1.00 
loglo 35/95 
2.303 -- 
3O  =  1.76 X  10~/min.  (27) 
i.e., the sample contained 1.76 angiotonase units  (Fig. 6). 
AIVGIOTON,4SE  UNI7*S 
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FIG. 6.  Nomogram for the determination of angiotonase units  from  the  experi- 
mental data of the ratio of blood pressure rise of unknown divided by blood pressure 
rise of control.  Incubation time 30 minutes. 
The determination of renin units in angiotonase-free preparations is a  rela- 
tively simple matter.  Samples containing angiotonase must be standardized 
by a slightly different and somewhat more complex procedure.  We have seen 
from the theoretical consideration of this problem  that  consecutive  reactions 
are in competition with each other.  The reaction of renin-substrate and renin 
produces  angiotonin  while  the  simultaneous  decomposition  of  angiotonin  is 
brought about by angiotonase.  It is obvious that the amount of angiotonin 
measured  never  represents  the  quantity  of  this  pressor  substance  actually 
formed but it is always less; consequently the presence of angiotonase interferes 
in the assay of renin. 
On the other hand, renin has no influence on angiotonin and does not inter- 
fere with the determination of angiotonase, which can be accurately estimated ALBERT  A. PLENTL  AND  IRVINE H. PAGE  381 
in the presence of a  thousandfold its concentration of renin.  This therefore 
provides an excellent means of determining k2 (see theoretical part).  Angio- 
tonin responses plotted against time (Fig. 7) will permit the determination of 
t~.  and B~=., i.e., maximum amount of angiotonin formed and the time at 
which this is reached; knowing these values, the numerical value of kz can be 
calculated.  It is proportional to the concentration of renin. 
LO  t  /~"~ 
o.e  / 
o.. 1  -\o 
0.4 
S  t0  ~  20  2.5  30 
TIME  IN  MINUTES 
FIG.  7.  Angiotonin responses  plotted against incubation time using a renin prep- 
aration  which  contained  angiotonase.  Circles  represent  experimental values;  the 
heavy line was calculated from experimental data of kz, k2, In.,  and Bma=.  De- 
scending dotted line  represents the calculated concentration of renin-substrate with 
time.  Ascending dotted line is the maximal angiotonin concentration for the same 
amount of renin and renin-substrate but in the absence of angiotonase. 
In order to test the correctness of our hypothesis, we have determined the 
values of kl for a number of renin  samples by this method.  Knowing  kz the 
expected angiotonin  concentration  at  any time can be calculated  and  these 
values should correspond with the experimental value for the same incubation 
time.  The following example is described in detail. 
0.025 cc. of a renin sample prepared by the method described was incubated with a 
known amount of angiotonin for 30 minutes.  After heat denaturization it was found 
that 60 per cent of the angiotonin had been destroyed.  An aliquot of the mixture 
gave a  rise of 26 mm. Hg in arterial pressure while  the same amount of untreated 382  KINETIC  ANALYSIS  OF  RENIN-ANGIOTONIN  PRESSOR  SYSTEM 
angiotonin produced a rise of 65 mm.  Substituting the appropriate values in equation 
(12) the sample was found to contain 3.0 angiotonase units.  5.0 cc. of renin-substrate 
samples containing 2 per cent protein were mixed with 0.05 cc. of the same renin, 
diluted to 7.0 cc., and incubated for various lengths of time.  1.0 cc. aliquots of the 
resulting angiotonin solution were injected into a pithed cat and the pressor response 
recorded in Fig. 7.  Examination of these points revealed that tm~x. was 3 minutes 
and Bmax. 0.75.  Graphic solution of equation 21 for t  =  3 and A.u.  =  (k2  ×  10 ~) 
equal to 6.0 gave a value of 1.0 for kl.  Substituting these values in equation (22) 
A 0 was found to be 0.899.  0.05 cc. of the renin sample therefore contained 100 renin 
units. 
Knowing kl, k2, and A 0, the value of B was calculated for t ranging from zero to 30 
minutes.  The heavy line in Fig. 7 represents the calculated values for B which is in 
excellent  agreement  with  the  experimental findings.  The  descending  dotted  line 
represents the decrease in renin-substrate concentration calculated from equation (5) 
and the ascending dotted line is the increase  in angiotonin concentration with time, 
if there were no angiotonase present.  At t~ this value will be equal to A o, i.e., the 
maximum amount of angiotonin which the renin substrate could form. 
DISCUSSION 
Success in  the purification  of renin  and angiotonase will depend  upon  an 
accurate and reproducible method of assay, and it has not yet been achieved 
largely for want of such methods.  Thus,  the testing methods used for renin 
up to the present are probably quite satisfactory for ascertaining comparative 
pressor strength but leave a great deal to be desired if the purification of this 
substance is to be accomplished. 
The situation with regard to angiotonase is similar.  Destruction of angio- 
tonin  is  enzymatic  and  angiotonase  concentrations  should  therefore  be  ex- 
pressed in terms of reaction constants.  "Angiotonin indices"  (7) which were 
used  in  this laboratory until  recently should  be discarded,  since  they imply 
a  linear  relationship  of  the  concentration  of angiotonase  to  the  amount  of 
angiotonin  destroyed.  The actual method  of  testing  angiotonase  solutions 
remains the same, but the results should be interpreted on the basis of first order 
kinetics. 
The activity of the enzyme renin,  on the other hand,  should be expressed 
in terms of the quantity of angiotonin formed or renin-substrate decomposed 
in  vitro per unit time.  Its pressor action (2) when injected without previous 
incubation with plasma or serum is believed to be due to in  ~ivo angiotonin 
formation (8,  9).  But,  to use the total rise of arterial pressure as a  measure 
of renin  activity must necessarily lead to misintepretations if the concentra- 
tion  of angiotonase  in  the  sample as well as  the  angiotonase  in  the  blood 
stream of the test animal remains unknown. 
Examination of several renin  samples prepared according to various procedures 
reported in the literature (2,10,11,13, 15, 16) revealed that all except those of Swingle ALBERT  A. PLENTLANDIRVINEH.  PAGE  383 
(15),  Hessel (16),  and Helmer and Page (2)  (renin D) contained large amounts of 
angiotonase.  Usually this amounts to many times the number of units  of renin. 
These renin samples give good pressor responses when injected intravenously but give 
little or no angiotonin when incubated in vitro with serum or renin-substrate.  At first 
this finding seems to be surprising and one might ask how it is possible that a pressor 
substance can be effective in the presence of a large excess of an antagonizing factor; 
the angiotonin should be destroyed just as soon as it is formed.  The paradoxical 
pressure action of angiotonase containing renin in vivo may be explained by assuming 
that we are dealing with the same situation, although on a larger scale, as illustrated 
in Fig. 7. 
We have seen from the experiments relating to Fig.  7 that 7.0  cc. of crude 
renin-substrate  containing  about  50  per  cent  as-globulin,  can  produce  ap- 
proximately 0.9  angiotonin  units per  cc.  or 6.3  units for the  whole  sample. 
Assuming the  test animal has a  plasma volume of about 300  cc.  containing 
15 per cent as-globulin or about 3.2 gm. and taking as-globulin as proportional 
to the quantity of angiotonin which the  substrate could form under optimum 
conditions,  the plasma contains potentially 284 units of angiotonin.  For the 
sake of simplicity this value can be set equal to A0 in equation  (15)  and (B) 
(angiotonin  concentration)  can then be calculated using arbitrary values for 
kl and k~. 
Taking an extreme case and assuming that the injected kidney extract contains 
one hundred rimes more angiotonase than renin, it can be shown that an appreciable 
rise in blood pressure could still be obtained.  Assuming k  =  0.1 and ks  =  10.0 for 
our sample of kidney extract and substituting in equation (18) we obtain after one 
minute: 
0.1  0.1 
(.8)  =  ~-.9 (284)(e~'t)  ---- =-': (284)(0.904) =  2.58 
Since one unit of angiotonin under the conditions of the experiment can raise the 
arterial pressure of a pithed cat 50 to 70 mm. above the normal level, this quantity 
of angiotonin formed within one minute after the injection might conceivably almost 
triple the arterial pressure.  The concentration ohthe intermediate (angiotonin) will 
subsequently decrease rather slowly with increasing incubation time so that calcula- 
tion of (B) for 10 minutes under the same conditions gives 1.04 angiotonin units.  As 
the ratio of kt/ks increases,  tmax. decreases,  i.e., the peak of the curve in Fig. 7 will 
shift to the left.  This explains the sharp rise and the sustained elevation of arterial 
blood pressure resulting from intravenous injections of kidney extracts (renin sam- 
ples). 
The foregoing calculation does not take  into  account side  reactions  which 
are.probably taking place.  Since both enzymes involved are proteins it would 
be reasonable to assume them to be unstable.  We have suggestive evidence 
that at least with regard to angiotonase its concentration  in blood is homeo- 384  KINETIC ANALYSIS  OP RENIN-ANGIOTONIN  PRESSOR  SYSTEM 
statically controlled, and, ff the system is overloaded with excessive amounts, 
a  mechanism is called into play to bring its concentration back to a  normal 
level. 
The mediated pressor  action  of renin  should be  ample  reason  to  discard 
renin units based directly upon pressor responses.  All such proposed units 
are Variations of the same procedure  whether dogs  (11,  12,  17, 18,  19),  cats 
(17), or rabbits (14) are used. 
Leloir, Mufioz, Braun-Menendez, and Fasciolo (5)  suggested a  method for 
the bioassay of renin in plasma based upon measurement of the amount of 
angiotonin formed by incubation of renin samples with plasma.  They defined 
a  renin unit as the quantity of renin capable of producing 0.5 units of hyper- 
tensin  (angiotonin)  when  incubated  with  excess  hypertensinogen  (renin- 
substrate) for 2 hours at 37 ° at pH 7-8.  Although the theoretical background 
for this definition is correct, we believe it is incomplete and we do not believe 
that this definition is sufficiently free of arbitrary units.  It does not permit 
comparison of renin samples from various sources. 
Angiotonin or hypertensin units must necessarily vary from one animal to 
another if such a  unit is defined as the quantity of angiotonin producing an 
absolute rise in arterial pressure.  We found these responses to vary far too 
much for comparative purposes.  Until a unit of angiotonin can be defined in 
terms of milligrams of pure, dry,  and crystalline material it is best to avoid 
such a definition altogether. 
Furthermore, all renin samples tested by their method must be entirely free 
of angiotonase, or otherwise inct~bation for 2 hours will lead to erroneously low 
results.  These  authors  believed  they  had  destroyed  the  angiotonase  by 
preliminary adjustment to pH 4.2 with 2 M phosphoric acid.  Their method 
was designed for the determination of renin in plasma, which is not strictly 
comparable to the determination of renin in kidney extracts. 
In  this connection, although the determination of renin in plasma is not 
strictly comparable to its estimation in kidney extracts, still the same principles 
must apply.  Helmet, Kohlstaedt, Kempf, and Page (23)  and Page, Helmer, 
Kohlstaedt, Kempf, Corcoran, and Taylor (7)  showed that there are at least 
two enzymes present in crude kidney extracts, both of which destroy angio- 
tonin in  vitro.  These enzymes differ with respect  to  their stability to acid 
and alkali and show their maximum activities at pH 4 and pH 7 respectively. 
Helmer and Page found the acid-active enzyme to  be  quite  stable  at  pH  4 
and it can be assumed that the conditions given by Leloir, Mufioz, Braun- 
Menendez, and Fasciolo will not cause destruction of this enzyme.  It is, how- 
ever,  possible  that  the  angiotonase  activity of  plasma  as  contrasted  with 
kidney extract, is due primarily to the other enzyme (pH 7) whose destruction 
at pH 4.0 will be quite complete. 
We were unable to inactivate the acid-active angiotonase of kidney extracts ALBERT A. PLENTL AND IRVINE H. PAGE  385 
even at pH 3.5 but found the destruction to be complete at pH 2.0.  This last 
condition is rather extreme since it causes denaturization of proteins and even 
inactivates renin.  The data in Table II show a large loss in renin upon acidifi- 
cation  to pH 2.0 with dilute hydrochloric.acid.  We therefore believe that a 
true  value for  the  determination  of  renin  in  kidney  extracts  cannot  be  ob- 
tained by selective acid destruction of angiotonase. 
Even if these two objections were overruled, assays by the method of Leloir 
et al. would be di/ficult to reproduce since the enzyme is defined in terms of a 
product and not in terms of a  reaction constant.  The principles we advance 
demand that the amount of product formed per unit time should be the measure 
of activity.  If this were done it would not be necessary to narrow the defini- 
tion  to  include  such  terms as  "standard  angiotonin,"  lengths  of incubation 
time, and units of product formed. 
TABLE  II 
Stability of angiotonase and renin at various pH values.  A solution of renin and angi- 
otonase was kept at its isoelectric point (approximately 4.7) for several months.  Renin and 
angiotonin contents were determined by the method described for samples containing both 
enzymes.  Aliquots  were adjusted to pH 2.0 with dilute hydrochloric acid and allowed to 
stand  at room temperature  (25°C.) for 64 minutes.  This destroyed all the angiotonase; 
renin units were determined by the method described for angiotonase-free renin samples. 
Original  solution  kept  at  pH  4.7  ~or  3  mos  .........  [A.V.]8,0rag"  N  [R.v.13390mg.  N 
Same  solution  adjusted  to  pH  2.0,  kept  at  this  pH 
for  64  rain.  and brought  back  to  pH 4.7  .......  0.0  970 
SUMMARY 
The physicochemical background  of  the  renal  vasporessor system  (renin- 
renin-substrate, angiotinin, angiotonase) is given.  The formation and destruc- 
tion  of angiotonin is shown  to consist of two consecutive reactions,  both of 
which  follow  the  laws  of  first  order  kinetics.  Each  reaction  was  studied 
separately and its reaction constant found to be proportional to the enzyme 
concentration.  Hence these constants should be used to express the activity 
of the enzymes, renin and angiotonase. 
The over-all reaction of a  mixture of renin and angiotonase such as occurs 
in kidney extracts with  the a-globulin fraction  of serum, ~/z.,  rapid increase 
followed  by  a  slow  decline  in  angiotonin  concentration,  was  found  experi- 
mentally  to  correspond closely  to  the  theoretical  values calculated for such 
a  reaction.  The curve obtained also satisfyingly explains the characteristic 
pressor response to the intravenous injection  of renin.  An accurate method 
for the determination of renin in the presence of angiotonase is presented. 386  KLNETIC  ANALYSIS  OF RENIN-ANGIOTONIN  PRESSOR  SYSTEM 
The authors are indebted to Miss Doris Brown, Mr. Fredrick R. Van Abeele, and 
Mr. Robert Sanders for their assistance. 
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